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date [l] ,  [2]. The 16-term error models is the most general 
approach for a 2-port NWA [3]-[5]. This model includes 
leakage and coupling effects among the ports which may 
heavily affect the results in an MMIC wafer probing system. 

The increasing complexity of on-wafer techniques brings 
multicontact probes available and multiport device testing 
affordable, thus multiport, i.e., more than 2-port, NWA were 
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A Simplified Algorithm for Leaky 
Network Analyzer Calibration 

A. Ferrero, Member, IEEE, and F. Sanpietro 

Abstract-A new algorithm for Network Analyzer Calibration 
is presented. The error model includes leakage effects and can 
be applied to a general n-port NWA. The 2-port 16-term model 
becomes a special case of this new technique which is also hope- 
fully suitable for the calibration problems of multiport on-wafer 
probing systems. Experimental results testify the effectiveness of 
the new approach. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE accuracy of a Vector Network Analyzer can be T enhanced by different calibrations. A large number of 
error correction models and algorithms have been proposed to 

The technique is flexible with respect to the number of test- 
set ports, the choice of the calibration devices and their port 
connections; furthermore the problem is solved by means of 
fully known 2-port standards. To account for partially known 
calibration devices, a weighed nonlinear least-squares method 
'[4], can be easily applied to MNWA calibration through the 
new formalism. As a special case the 16-term error correction 

where J?;j were diagonal error coefficient matrices which link 
the measured S, with the DUT scattering matrix S. S, is 
obtained from a,; and b,i raw data after a suitable switch 
correction procedure [7]. In the leaky case the I'ij become 
general n x n matrices but (1) still holds true. 

Equation (1) can be rewritten as 

model for 2-port NWA is obtained. In order to verify the new r$s, - srllr;;s, - r;;roo 
+s(rllr;;roo - rlo) = o (2) algorithm a special purpose leaky 3-port NWA was built and 

several devices measured. 
in a more convenient form 

KS, - SLS, + SH - M = 0 (3) 11. GENERAL LEAKY MODEL AND CALIBRATION SOLUTION 

Fig. l(a) shows the leaky error model for a general MNWA 
where K = I';:, L = rl1I';:, M = I';:roo and H = 
(rllr;,lroo - rlo) are n x n, complete matrices. 

while the equivalent non leaky one is given in Fig. l(b). 
-_  
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The objective is to establish a calibration technique so as 
to obtain K, H, L and M, in order to de-embed the DUT 

(4) 

matrix s from s, as 

IEEE Log Number 9409016. S = (M - KS,,)(H - LS,)-l. 
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Fig. 2. MNWA set up to simulate a leaky MNWA 

For each multiport standard measurement, the calibration 
equation (3), can also be seen as n2 equations of the form 

p = l  

where S is the standard known scattering matrix and S, is 
the standard measured matrix. 

The calibration is performed by collecting enough equations 
similar to ( 5 )  from a proper number of standard measurements. 
These equations can be easily arranged so as to give an 
homogeneous linear system 

the calibration sequence proposed in [3] for a 2-port 16-term 
model gives 15 independent equations with only 4 standard 
connections. 

We consider the case of a 3-port NWA where the error 
coefficients are 4 x 3* - 1 = 35. To determine the minimum 
number of standard connections which gives 35 linear indepen- 
dent equations, a computer simulation of the test set calibration 
was perfomed. It results that four different multiport standards 
are enough to obtain the necessary equations, but these four 
multiport standards can not be achieved just with 2-port device 
combinations, but at least one 3-port known device must be 
used. Since 3-port standard are not commercially available, 
we consider the insertion of five 3-port standards made up 
by 2-port devices. Among all the possible combinations the 
following one proved adequate to give all the 35 linear 

c v  = 0 (6) independent equations: 

1) LOAD-SHORT-OPEN 
2) SHORT-OPEN-LOAD 

where v is the unknown error coefficient vector expressed as 

V = [Col(K) Col(H) cOl(L) Col(M)IT (7) 3) OPEN-LOAD-SHORT 

and the Col() operator reorganizes a matrix into a vector [4]. 
C is a 711 x 4n2 matrix which contains only the standard 
measurements and their S parameters. 

To avoid the trivial zero solution, the homogeneous system 
(6) is normalized to one of the unknown coefficients, yelding 
an equation of the form Nu = g. This equation is similar to 
(9) in [8], but here we have (4n2 - 1) error coefficients while 
the nonleaky case has only (4n - 1) terms. The algorithm is 
flexible with respect to the choice of the standards but their 
measurement set must give m = 4n2 - 1 linear independent 
equations. The number of added coefficients from the leakless 
to the leaky model is 4 4 7 1  - 1). As an example in a 2- 
port NWA, we pass from the 8-term to the 16-term model. 
When the number of MNWA ports increases the influence 
of crosstalk terms may strongly affect the corrected data if a 
leakless technique is used. 

The minimum number of standard connections is strongly 
dependent from the type of standards used; as an example, 

4) THRU12-LOAD at port 3 
5) THRU13-LOAD at port 2 

The number of connections is then about a full 12-term 
on two of the three ports plus a one port calibration at port 
3, but with the connection of each triplet all the 9 elements 
of S, are measured. This procedure gives m = 9 * 5 = 
45 equations thus C becomes a 45 x 35 matrix which is 
reduced with a QR decomposition technique. Obviously if 
the nonleaky case is considered the error matrices become 
diagonal and the standard reduced combinations proposed in 
[8], still applies. 

111. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the calibration pro- 
cedure a leaky 3-port test-set was built. The measurement 
configuration of Fig. 2 provides a simple approximation of 
leakage effects on a MMIC multiport system. The test-set 
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Fig. 3. Precision Air-line S parameters between ports 1&3 and ports 1&2. 

provides additional leakage paths to the nonleaky MNWA 
introduced in [7]. This leaky test-set has poor un-corrected 
isolation between the different ports (-16 dB) so as to 
better approximate the crosstalk path of a multicontact MMIC 
probe. The calibration was performed following the standard 
sequence suggested above. Two and three port devices were 
measured to verify the calibration effectiveness. Fig. 3 shows 
the S-parameters of a coaxial precision transmission line 
connected to different port combinations. Fig. 4 shows the 
transmission parameters of a directional coupler measured by 
the leaky MNWA. The same raw data were also corrected by 
the leakless calibration technique of [ 81. This clearly illustrates 
one situation where the multiport leakless model does not work 
and where the negleted coefficients may strongly affect the 
results. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
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Comparison of leakage and nonleakage calibration techniques on Fig. 4. 
more significant directional coupler transmission S-parameters. 
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